MEMORANDUM TO:

Public Schools District Supervisors
Elementary School Heads
(Virac North and South Districts)

In connection with the conduct of the Division Kindergarten Festival of Talents for Pupils in both Public and Private Schools on February 15, 2019 at Catanduanes Convention Center Capitol Compound Virac, Catanduanes, the following schools are requested to prepare at least one room for each district to accommodate participants from Zone III and IV. The participants will arrive in the afternoon of February 14, 2019.

- VPES -------- Viga, Panganiban, Gigmoto
- JMAMES ------ Bagamanoc and Baras
- Virac Central---- Caramoran and Pandan

For immediate dissemination and compliance.

SOCORRO V. DELA ROSA, CESO VI
Schools Division Superintendent